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 Traditional examples of Process Intensification
 Systematic Generation Process Synthesis
 Focus on Secondary Process Objectives
 Process Intensification including Task Integration
 Process Intensification "Rules"
 Status of Intensification Models and Methods
 Conclusions



Rotating Packed Bed (HiGee Distillation, Absorption, Reaction)



Heat Exchanger Tube Static Mixing Elements



Microchannel and Wiped Thin Film Reactors



Methyl Acetate Process Task Flow Diagram



Complete Reactive-Extractive Distillation Methyl Acetate Process



 Reduce chemical plant size
 Increase production capacity in existing 

equipment
 Decrease energy consumption
 Decrease waste
 Increase reaction selectivity
 Improve process sustainability
 Greenhouse gas mitigation



 Annual production rate
 Fitness-for-use
◦ Composition (required components)

 Identity
 Proportions
 Molecular weight (polymers)
 Molecular weight distribution (polymers)

◦ Purity (specifications on undesired components)
◦ Physical properties (color, size/shape, viscosity, etc.)
◦ Chemical properties (reactivity, stability, etc.)



 Economics
◦ Raw material consumption
◦ Energy requirements
◦ Labor requirement
◦ Other operating costs (catalysts, solvents, adsorbents, etc.)
◦ Equipment and plant capital costs
◦ Working capital

 Other considerations
◦ Safety, health, etc.
◦ Life-cycle environmental impact
◦ Flexibility, reliability, controllability, robustness, etc.
◦ Employment, community and societal impacts, etc.
◦ Sustainability, greenhouse gas mitigation



 Synthesizing a process that meets the 
Primary Process Objectives is not too difficult
◦ Even logic-based computer programs have been 

designed to do this
 AIDES, BALTAZAR, PIP, PROSYN, etc. (ProCAFD)

 The goal is to invent a process that does so 
while at the same time optimizing as best as 
can be done all other Secondary Process 
Performance Objectives
◦ Guided by Process Intensification "Rules"



 Any process design or operations modification 
which retains the primary process objectives
(production rate and fitness-for-use criteria) 
while improving one or more performance 
objectives (economics (raw material 
consumption, energy requirement, labor 
requirement, other operating costs, equipment 
capital, working capital, etc.), environmental 
impact, plant size, employment, flexibility, 
controllability, robustness, reliability, safety, 
greenhouse gas mitigation, etc.)



 The generation of process flowsheet 
alternatives

 Identification of...
◦ Phenomena to exploit
◦ Equipment to implement
◦ Interconnections



Evolutionary Modification
Traditional Method
Alter Existing Design

Superstructure Optimization (Super-O)
Simplify Redundant Design
Generalized Disjunctive Programming 

Systematic Generation
Build Up from Basic Components
Means-Ends Analysis
Role of Integration and Intensification is Explicit



Define initial and goal states in terms of physical properties
Detect physical property differences
Identify technological tasks to reduce differences
Add unit operation tasks to create flowsheet

Retrosynthetically to goal state and specify inputs
Synthetically to present state and determine outputs
Strategically awaiting resolution of preconditions

Recursively meet any technology preconditions



Component Identity (Reaction)
Amount or Flowrate (Flow control, addition, purge)
Concentration (Mixing, separation)
Phase (Boiling, condensing, 

melting, solidification, …)
Temperature, Pressure (Heating, cooling, pumping, 

compressing, throttling, ...)
Size, Shape, Dispersion (Various)

Phenomena that helps to perform tasks



Reaction Path Synthesis
Chemistry

Species Allocation
Input-output and recycle structure

Task Identification
Composition, phase, temperature, pressure

Task Integration (Process Intensification)

Utility Infrastructure
Equipment Design



 Integrate complementary (especially enthalpy-
changing) tasks for utility efficiency

 Coordinate tasks at different levels of the process 
synthesis hierarchy to maximize efficiency-
improving integration opportunities

 Integrate multiple technologies for enhanced 
performance or synergism

 Integrate consecutive tasks for process  
simplification

 Equipment design for process intensification



 Increase fields or gradients
◦ HiGee rotating bed contactors

 Altered transport mechanisms
◦ Static mixer elements

 Altered geometries (volume-surface relationships)
◦ Microchannel and wiped thin-film reactors, structured packing

 Alternative driving forces
◦ Pressure, ultrasound, radiation, plasma

 Integrated recovery/recycle equipment
◦ Heat exchanger networks, combined heat and power, reactive-

separations



 Rules related to reaction path (stoichiometry, catalysis, 
reaction thermodynamics, selectivity, etc.)

 Rules related to species allocation (recycle incomplete 
conversion, undo reaction selectivity mistakes, etc.)

 Rules related to heat and power management and 
thermodynamic efficiency

 Rules to alter rate- (and size-) determining mechanisms
 Rules to change the order of tasks and the relationship 

between tasks and equipment
 Rules for advantaged scale-up or scale-down
 Rules to reduce cost
 Rules to improve safety, operability, and controllability



 5.  Overcome adverse Gibbs Free Energy change by using multiple 
reactions at different (temperature) conditions or with products in different 
phase from reaction (reactive separation) (e.g. LeBlanc Process)

 6.  Overcome adverse Gibbs Free Energy change by using multiple 
reactions at different (temperature) conditions or with products in different 
phase from reaction (reactive separation) with complete recycle of all 
reaction intermediates (e.g. Solvay Process)

 7.  Replace displacement reaction (with coproducts) by addition reaction 
(with no coproducts)

 8.  Replace reaction chemistry with hazardous coproducts or byproducts by 
chemistries with less hazardous coproducts or byproducts

 9.  Catalysis development for reaction kinetics or selectivity enhancement

 10.  Employ multifunctional catalysts to combine reactions



 2.  Recover and recycle incomplete conversion
 3.  Find a useful end-use for coproducts resulting from 

stoichiometry and for byproducts resulting from imperfect 
selectivity

 4.  Add additional reactions to 'undo' and recycle 
byproducts resulting from imperfect selectivity



 11.  Recover thermal energy for reuse (cold as well as hot)

 12.  In cryogenic situations, make judicious use of cold process 
sinks (reject heat to process sinks at the coldest temperature 
possible)

 13.  Alter operating conditions to increase opportunity for thermal 
integration (e.g. distillation pressure to enable latent heat 
integration)

 14.  Recover mechanical energy especially from high pressure gas 
streams

 15.  Alter operating conditions to increase the opportunity for 
mechanical energy recovery (e.g. preheating a gas stream before 
expansion)



 16.  Replace expansion (throttle) valves by expansion 
turbines

 17.  Replace single expander by multiple expanders with 
reheat to increase work produced

 18.  Replace single refrigeration cycle by cascaded 
refrigeration cycles with different refrigerant working 
fluids to reduce required work

 19.  Precool before compression to reduce required work
 20.  Replace single compressor by multiple compressors 

with intercoolers to reduce required work
 36.  Search for ways to reduce irreversibilities and Lost 

Work (large driving forces, mixing different compositions 
or temperatures, reactions far from equilibrium, friction); 
drive process Second Law efficiencies toward 60%)



 21.  Alter Reynolds Analogy to change ratio of heat transfer to turbulent momentum 
transfer (e.g. inserting static mixers into heat exchanger tubes)

 22.  Add devices to alter heat and mass transfer by mechanically increasing 
momentum transfer (e.g. agitation)

 23.  Alter fundamental constants or driving forces in equipment performance to 
change rate-process-determining sizing (e.g. froth disengagement in HiGee® 
distillation)

 24.  Alter shapes/mechanisms to change and better match different transport process 
rates (reaction, heat transfer, mass transfer, momentum transfer) (e.g. surface-
enhanced bioreactors)

 34.  Alter the factors which influence equilibrium processes (e.g. activity coefficients 
with mass separating agents, reaction conversion with simultaneous separation, etc.)

 35.  Alter the factors (driving forces, areas or volumes of action, mechanisms of 
action, etc.) which influence kinetics of rate-limiting (equipment-size-determining) 
transport processes



 26.  Use alternative phenomena to accomplish a task less expensively

 27.  Change conditions of task execution (e.g. equipment operating parameters)

 28.  Change order of task execution

 29.  Combine multiple phenomena to accomplish a task (e.g. activity coefficient 
modification with mass separation agents, reactive separation, etc.)

 30.  Combine tasks simultaneously to enhance performance or to eliminate the need 
for a task (e.g. reactive separation)

 31.  Combine separation with reaction to improve conversion or selectivity (e.g. to 
inhibit over-reaction or unwanted parallel reactions)

 32.  Accomplish multiple tasks in fewer pieces of equipment

 33.  Combine or interconnect equipment in ways to eliminate needed tasks (e.g. 
thermally coupled distillation)



 37.  Choose equipment production scale where different rate-based 
phenomena are better balanced (e.g. microchannel reactors, wiped film 
reactors, small modular processes, etc.)

 38.  Take advantage of sub-linear equipment capital cost economies of 
scaling

 39.  When scaling up, choose technologies that perform by volume but cost 
by surface (cost scaling exponents 0.5-0.7) (e.g. vessels, columns. etc.)

 40.  When scaling down, choose technologies that cost proportional to 
performance parameter (cost scaling exponents closer to 1.0) (e.g. 
membrane-based technologies, adsorption, heat exchangers, etc.)

 41.  Attack or decouple factors which limit maximum size of equipment or 
otherwise require multiple parallel units (e.g. mal-distribution, simultaneous 
phenomena that scale differently like reaction and heat transfer, etc.)



 1.  Replace batch processing with continuous 
processing

 42.  Avoid complex and expensive methods of 
fabrication

 43.  Alter conditions or compositions to require less 
expensive materials of construction

 44.  Avoid the need for complex maintenance 
procedures

 51.  Replace thermal utility by mechanical utility (heat 
pumps, vapor recompression, etc.)



 25.  Reduce material at risk (process inventories) especially of hazardous 
materials (e.g. coupled continuous processes, intermediates in the vapor 
phase (lower density), etc.

 45.  For multicomponent mixtures, do not try to simultaneously remove both 
the low-boiling node and the high-boiling node in the same column

 46.  Avoid complex methods of control

 47.  Consider increasing degrees of freedom

 48.  Incorporate advanced sensing and monitoring, process modeling and 
understanding, and control (Smart Manufacturing)

 49.  Minimize path length for disturbance rejection (use trim utilities in heat-
integrated networks)

 50.  Pay attention to entire system and system-wide interconnectivities and 
responses (incorporate Process Intensification strategies and technologies 
needed, not just those that are interesting)



 Application of goal-oriented process synthesis
◦ Generation of logical flowsheets from problem description
◦ Hierarchical resolution of property differences with technologies 

sometimes with required preconditions
◦ AIDES, BALTAZAR, PIP, PROSYN, others (ICAS, ProCAFD)

 Reaction path and species allocation rules
◦ Computer-Assisted Organic Synthesis; LP Models (ProCARPS)

 Heat and Power integration
◦ Pinch technology and integration targets
◦ Unique heuristic heat integration algorithms
◦ Heat and power intensification rules
◦ SYNHEAT, Aspen Energy Analyzer, Heuristic Programs



 Second Law analysis
◦ Lost work minimization rules
◦ Process Simulation Entropy Calculations

 Distillation-based separations (AzeoPro, Hybrid)
◦ Distillation sequencing
◦ Thermally coupled distillation
◦ Distillation operations optimization
 Heuristic Rules; Process Simulation

◦ Heat-integrated distillation
 Utility Constrained Search with Heuristic Heat Integration

◦ Multi-effect distillation
◦ Heat-pumped distillation
◦ Activity coefficient modification and enhanced distillation
 Azeotropic, extractive, and reactive distillation

◦ Breaking heterogeneous and homogeneous azeotropes
 Process Simulation



 Other process intensification considerations
◦ To alter process rate- (and equipment size- and capital 

cost-) determining mechanisms
◦ To change the order of task execution and the 

relationship between processing tasks and the 
equipment used to implement them
◦ For advantaged scale-up or scale-down
◦ To improve cost
◦ To improve safety, operability, and controllability

 Mostly empirical, with experimental confirmation 
and extrapolation by modeling and simulation



 Creating a process that meets primary production 
and fitness-for-use objectives is not difficult

 It is important to do so while also optimizing 
secondary objectives involving economics, safety, 
environmental impact, sustainability, greenhouse 
gas mitigation, etc.

 Process Intensification may be more broadly 
defined to include design and operational choices 
including task integration that improve these 
secondary objectives while maintaining production 
and fitness-for-use goals
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